Summer 2013 Dean’s List

Each semester GCC recognizes students with superior academic achievement. To be included on the Dean’s List a student must be matriculated in a program and have: earned at least 12 credits at GCC; earned at least 6 college-level graded credits in the semester or during summer terms I and II combined; no incomplete grades; no grade less than a “C” in the term; achieved a term GPA of at least 3.50 at the term’s end; and achieved a cumulative GPA of at least 2.00 at the end of the term.

Greenfield Community College named just over 80 students to the Summer 2013 Dean’s List as follows:

Eman Al-Siraji  Michael T. Fitzgibbon  Jeff David Paquin Jr.
Stacey A. Barnes  Kevin Robert Gates  Seamus Byron Passa
Elyse Blanchet  Scott Ralph Gates  Anastas Pchelka
Jonathan D. Boos  Anthony Geryk  Kenneth J. Polastry
Joseph Broska  Laurel A. Goodhind  Stephanie Pride
Nathaniel J. Brown  Tamara Fairlight Grimard  Alicia L. Richter
Megan A. Burlingham  Bethani Hakes  Julia Roy
Ashley G. Busold  Jeffrey Hamberg  Solon W. Sadoway
Tammy Elizabeth Cagle  Julia C. Hampton  Wyatt B. Scherm-Martin
Christine E. Chamberlin  Adam Robert Hart  HollyMarie Sevne
Cody D. Chatterton  Rebecca L. Hatch  Holden Sjostrom
Annie Lane Clarke  Tricia A. Hill  Kelly Marie Stanton
Elizabeth D. Cote  Ariana M. Hyer  Yevgeniy Y. Stytsenko
Victoria A. Damato  Barbara L. Jablonski  Kathleen J. Sullivan
Bryan Davis  Jeffrey John Jasinski  Jennifer L. Vecellio
Monique Nicole Doherty  Brian C. Kennedy  Adrienne Walker
Bethany Lee Drake  Viktoria Khasanova  Tiffany K. Whitman
Laura M. Drumheller  Khunga Lama  John Wickline
Shannon R. Dry  Ina Lungu  Hannah Wilson
Sean G. Duma  Emily N. Martin  Kyle Wolf
Kalina L. Duncan  Calvin McKemmie  Rebecca A. Wolf
Sandra L. Duprey  Claire L. Miraglia  Katelyn Anne Wood
Michael J. Edmonds  Ryan Patrick Murphy  Chad E. Wright
Jason S. Edson  Samuel D. Nelson  Namgyal Yangzom
Armand Jacob Fahrer  Rachael S. Nordstrom  Tenzin Yangzom
Francis William Faulkner Jr.  Gina M. Onushco  Holly Zimmerman